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Banner Stretching Frames
Frequent Asked Questions & Installing Tips
1 - What determine the choice between different extrusions?
One key factor is the smoothness of the wall you intend to install the
frame.
1- If the wall is smooth (cement, concrete, smooth bricks, cinder blocks,
dry wall...) you can use our lightest extrusion, the TS23.
2- If the wall is not smooth (Disjointed bricks, stones, corrugated, irregular
stucco,...) the choice is between the TS32 and the TS44. The TS44 will be
chosen whenever there are large gaps in the walls (Windows, opening
between floors...) or the size of the frame is very large.

TS23 - large banners on concrete
wall (Here 65' x 48')

TS23 - For box trucks and trailers
the TS23 is the right choice.

TS32 - Here is a frame mounted
on a metallic corrugated wall.

TS44 - Here this 17,000 Sq. ft.
facade banner is covering a fivefloor parking.

2 - Do I need specific tools to install stretching frames and graphics?
No, the standard tooling you already have is all you need to install the
frames.
For the printed banners, there is one tool you should have, it is a hard
nylon head hammer.
It will deliver the right blow to effortlessly insert the PVC extrusion and the
banner material in the aluminum channel.

These above hammers are good hammers for the job! We sell an excellent
one to avoid you searching if you do not have one!
>>> Do not use rubber mallets or steel head hammers ever.

Get a Free Quote Today!

3 - Does the banner dimensions need to be larger than the frame
dimensions?
The graphic must have a bleed of 4” all around the frame to grab it during
the installation. When the graphic is mounted on the front of the frame, for
example, the graphic dimensions must be: Frame Width + 4” + 4” and
Frame Height + 4” + 4”.
Cutting the bleed should be the last operation of the installation process.

Extrusions Product Family
We offer a complete solution for building custom indoor
and outdoor frames, that tightly stretch banners.
You will be able to fabricate custom signs of any sizes,
any shapes and even structures to answer your
customers' requests...
Get a Free Quote Today!

From the standard vinyl banner frames to large
rigid frames destined to be hung on walls or
ceiling our product family of cost- effective
extrusions will allow Sign Professionals to
respond to many of their customers' requests....'

All our extrusions (Aluminum and PVC) are
designed and made in the US.

